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Corruption in Washington: Naked Emperors
Carolyn Schultz
Staff Writer
Tuesday, Scot Faulkner ‘75
presented on the corruption of
America’s political leaders in his
address “Naked Emperors — How
Republicans and Democrats Have
Lost Their Minds and Their Way.”
The lecture was based on his 2008
book “Naked Emperors: The Failure
of the Republican Revolution,” an
account of Faulkner’s experiences
as the country’s first chief administrative officer of the U.S. House of
Representatives.
Faulkner served as the national
director of personnel for the ReaganBush campaign of 1980 and held
executive positions at the Federal
Aviation Administration, the General
Services Administration and the
Peace Corps during the Reagan
administration. He served as the
House of Representatives' chief
administrative officer beginning in
1995. He has been involved in politics for 38 years.
Faulkner’s address began with
his reaction to his experiences in
Washington. “Trying to find scandal

in Washington is like hunting for are the same self-absorbed bureau“Congress is like a big freshman
cows,” he summarized. He added crats. However, the truth-telling child dorm,” he said. “Congressmen are
that every era in poliaway from home
tics is tainted by the
for the first time,
scandals uncovered at
they have no adult
the beginnings of terms.
supervision ... it’s
For example, before
all about sex,
President Obama was
drugs and rock n’
sworn in last month,
roll. They go nuts
Rod Blagojevich tainted
and screw around
his first term.
all term, and then
Faulkner calls the
come 10th week,
political leaders in
they pull all-nightWashington
“naked
ers and ask for
emperors” after the clasextensions.”
sic story “The Emperor’s
As the CAO,
New Clothes” by Hans
Faulkner worked
Christian Anderson.
to eliminate the
This emperor was so
corruption
in
obsessed with himself
congress.
He
that his tailor tricked
passed reforms
him into wearing a
to eliminate unre“fabric” only important
corded spending.
people could see, and
He worked with
all of his court told
what he termed
the emperor he looked
Congress “institugreat. It took a child's
tionalists,” people
Photo by Fariha Ali
telling him that he was Faulkner compares Washington politicians to "Naked Emperors" or narcissistic tyrrants.
who really care
naked for the emperor
about the ethics
to realize his mistake. The “emper- “would be wrestled to the ground of their jobs, to form a coalition of
ors” in Washington, Faulkner states, and deported,” said Faulkner.
Democrats and Republicans, with

the goal of exposing the fraud and
holding people publicly accountable.
Faulkner was unable to get very far,
as he was informed that the corruption was not supposed to be “that
public.” His reforms were ended in
1996.
During his time at Lawrence,
Faulkner was involved with politics and in enacting change. He was
the head of the College Republicans
and helped to organize the first
Earth Day celebration. He majored
in Government and volunteered
for Nixon’s re-election campaign in
1972. Faulkner went on to study at
the London School of Economics and
Georgetown University and received
his master’s degree from American
University.
Faulkner concluded, “Washington,
unfortunately, is a lost cause.” In
order to evoke the change needed,
Americans need to work outside the
D.C. beltline. “By upholding the ideals of public integrity, transparency
and ethics, we can move past partisanship,” said Faulkner. Working to
evoke change at the local and state
level — from the bottom up — is the
solution, he said.

Lawrence lauded for community service
Matlosz informs on the
world’s “Battered Women”
Michael Schreiber
Copy Chief

Staff Writer
Sylwia Matlosz, student organization liaison assistant for the
Volunteer and Community Service
Center, gave a brief informational presentation titled “Protection
for the World’s Battered Women”
in Riverview Lounge Monday. The
presentation focused on women
who escape violent abusers, often
husbands, from whom their governments cannot or will not protect
them, and seek protection by fleeing
to other countries.
Matlosz began by sharing the
story of Rodi Alvarado, a Guatemalan
woman whose husband beat and
raped her repeatedly over the first
10 years of their marriage, causing serious injuries. Alvarado sought
help from the police and courts on
multiple occasions, but was brushed

aside. Like many other countries,
Guatemala largely considers violence against women a “domestic,”
or within-the-home issue, and thus
does not acknowledge it as a problem requiring government attention.
After an attempt at running away
ended with Alvarado’s husband beating her unconscious, she decided to
flee to the United States.
Matlosz went on to explain that
once a fleeing woman like Rodi
Alvarado has reached a foreign
country, her main hope of staying
there legally is to apply for political
asylum as a refugee under the provisions of the 1951 Geneva Convention.
However, since the convention did
not establish gender as a reason
someone could have to become a
refugee, it has been rare for the vic

See Matlosz on page 3

NEW YORK — A New York
Post editorial cartoon featuring a chimpanzee shot
by two police officers with
the speech bubble “They’ll
have to find someone else to write the next stimulus bill” is embroiled in controversy. The cartoon, which depicts a vicious chimpanzee attack
on a Connecticut woman, allegedly references
President Obama’s recently-approved stimulus

Source: weatherbug.com
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package with a traditionally racist representation
of African Americans. The
Post’s cartoonist, Sean
Delonas, commented, “Do
you really think I’m saying Obama should be
shot? ... The chimpanzee was a major story in
the Post."
—cnn.com

In Other News...

DETROIT — General Motors and
Chrysler are boosting their request for
government aid, according to a report
released Tuesday. The companies say
that the declining economy has caused
more monetary need than they had
predicted two months ago.
—washingtonpost.com

Weekend

Lawrence’s recent efforts in serving the Appleton community have
paid off in a big way for the third
straight year, placing Lawrence on
the President’s Higher Education
Community Service Honor Roll.
Lawrence was recognized Feb. 9
by the Corporation for National and
Community Service, a federal agency
that, according to its Web site at
http://www.nationalservice.org/, is a
“public-private partnership [serving
to] improve lives, strengthen communities, and foster civic engagement through service and volunteering.”
According to the CNCS Web site,
the honor roll recognizes schools
that demonstrate a dedication to
producing “innovative and effective
community service and service-learning programs.”
Among Wisconsin colleges and
universities, Lawrence places with
three other institutions in being

Day: Chance of Snow
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Dylan Reed-Maxfield

listed on the service honor roll each
year that a list was published.
“That we’ve been on the honor
roll consistently reflects on the dedication of Lawrence’s students to a
focus on community service, a focus
they’ve had for many years,” said
Alan Parks, professor of mathematics and Pieper family professor of
servant leadership.
Parks said he was pleased that
people at Lawrence could “see how
we measure up against other institutions. ... We’re a small school, but
we contribute a significant level of
service in the community.”
Parks expressed his hope that the
honor-roll recognition would encourage students to keep up Lawrence’s
standards of service, adding that
Lawrence “can do even more.”
Ron Peck, assistant professor of
biology and advisor to the Lawrence
service group Confidence and
Determination in Youth, expressed
his amazement that Lawrence students find time to serve despite their

demanding schedules.
“I’m extremely impressed by
Lawrence students’ desire to serve
others as well as their ambition and
logistical aptitude,” Peck said.
Looking to the future, Parks said
Lawrence will be moving to create more opportunities for servicelearning, bridging the gap between
students’ academic programs and
their service in the community.
Channeling students’ volunteerism
in this way will “level skills gained
[through coursework] towards service.”
On a more tangible level, Parks
said Lawrence’s recognition by the
CNCS will “foster a more positive
view of Lawrence in the community.”
Lawrence benefits from being
viewed as a good neighbor, but the
Lawrence community also benefits in
a more direct way. “Faculty, students
and staff do a lot of things for

See Community on page 3

PALO ALTO, Calif. — Facebook took
out recently rewritten language in their
Terms of Use which consumer advocacy groups claimed gave Facebook
permanent control over user information. The groups said the information,
potentially including photos and status
updates, could be sold to advertising
companies without user consent.
—nytimes.com
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Webcasts stream Conservatory concerts online
Emily Koenig
Staff Writer
Music students' parents and relatives from out-of-town are unable to
see their performances. However,
thanks to the new webcast streaming of chapel performances via
Lawrence’s Internet radio station
WLFM, these family members may
now hear the concerts.
The webcast program is one of
the projects initiated by Brian Pertl,
the new dean of the Conservatory,
and it draws listeners from Iowa to
Bangladesh.
The program was beta-tested
Nov. 15, featuring the Lawrence

Community
continued from page 1
the community that are often
low-profile” Parks said. “The honor
roll gives them some of the recognition they deserve.”
Linda Fuerst, advisor to
Lawrence honor societies Lambda
Sigma and Mortar Board, continued
in this theme, saying the national
recognition of “the service the stu-

Chamber Orchestra’s concert.
Ninety-one households tuned in to
the live stream. After the successful test, Lawrence launched its first
official concert webcast Nov. 22,
featuring the Symphonic Band and
Wind Ensemble.
In a post on the Conservatory
of Music’s blog that night, Pertl
wrote, “Word of this incredible performance or that would eventually
trickle out to the coasts. I would be
left shaking my head and thinking, ‘I
sure wish I could have actually heard
the concert rather than just hearing
about it.’”
Pertl said that thinking about the
large number of other people in the
dents of Lawrence University give
to the campus, the Appleton community and beyond is an honor that
is greatly deserved.”
“I believe our students feel
strongly about giving back to their
community, and an honor such as
this recognizes the good work that
they do,” she continued. “Whether
as a member of a service group such
as Mortar Board, Lambda Sigma,
CADY or a fraternity or sorority, as
an individual working through the

same situation inspired him to initiate the webcast. “When I began my
tenure as dean,” wrote Pertl, “it was
right at the top of my list of things
to do.”
Several additional features
enhance the webcast experience
considerably for listeners. Concert
programs are available on the
Conservatory webcasts page, along
with information about future programs. Listeners are treated to interviews with performers, conductors,
or visiting artists during the program’s intermission.
The webcast’s highest number of
listeners has been 165 households.
These listeners flocked to the Web
volunteer center, or as a student
working within an academic department, or even as a person whose
volunteer hours are never reported,
we have unique individuals on this
campus who are willing to give of
their time and energy to help those
that are in need. Lawrence is a
very special place, with very special
people who no matter what the recognition might be, would still give
of themselves unselfishly.”

Dec. 5 during the combined choral
and orchestral broadcasted performance of the ever-popular “Messiah”
by Handel.
The program has grown in popularity as word has spread, and in
response to an increasing audience,
a 30-minute pre-concert program
has been added. These pre-concert
programs feature past performances
from Lawrence University ensembles.
The webcast initiative also has
a mailing list that notifies members
of upcoming performances, making
tuning in all the easier.
Upcoming webcasts include the
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra’s

Matlosz
continued from page 1
tims of gender-based violence
to be granted asylum; they typically are forced to apply as “members of a social group” that suffer
persecution. Since courts have
ruled that the social group must
exist independently of the persecution, “battered women” is not a
valid social group.

Clas s of 2009. . .

Have you made your class donation yet?

Make your donation and help us beat the Class of 2001 for the highest class
participation AND get a room in the Warch Center named after our class!

concert Feb. 22 and the Lawrence
University Choirs Feb. 28, both at 8
p.m. The pre-concert program Feb.
22 will include a 2007 LUPE performance and 2006 performances from
Concert Choir and Wind Ensemble.
The combined efforts of Pertl,
the Conservatory Recording Studio,
the Technology Department and
WLFM have made it possible for
a vastly larger number of people
to experience a Lawrence University
musical performance.
In the words of Pertl, “The Web
has just made the Chapel a whole
lot bigger, and the whole world is
invited!”

After initially being granted
asylum, but then having it revoked
by a higher court, Rodi Alvarado
remains in the U.S. with her future
in limbo. If she is deported, she
faces returning to Guatemala,
where her husband has said he
will find her and kill her. Whatever
decision is ultimately reached in
Alvarado’s case is likely to have
implications for the many other
women who have and will come
to the U.S. seeking refuge from
domestic violence.
The presentation by Matlosz
was one in a series of informational sessions on social justice
issues to be sponsored by the
VCSC. Specific dates have not been
announced, but Matlosz said future
Social Justice Series events will
take place on Monday nights.
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This Week in 1981: Is neutron bomb the answer?
This article was published in the Feb. 20, 1981
issue of The Lawrentian by
David Arnosti.

clear that this “did not represent an official position”
of the Reagan administration.
After winning a
Secretary of State tough struggle with his own
Alexander Haig Jr. asked government for approval
European allies to disre- of production and deploygard statements about ment of the neutron bomb
enhanced radiation weap- in West Europe, West
ons (the “neutron bomb”) German Chancellor Helmut
made at a press confer- Schmidt was embarrassed
ence earlier this month by when Carter reversed his
Defense Secretary Caspar stand on the weapon in
Weinberger. The defense 197 and deferred its prosecretary had criticized duction indefinitely. A
the Carter Administration year later, NATO countries
for deferring production agreed to deploy 572 U.S.and deployment of the built tactical nuclear misneutron bomb in 1978, siles by the mid-1980’s
and suggested that Reagan to counter a buildup of
“very probably” wanted Soviet missiles. Domestic
the warhead added to the opposition to this decision
NATO arsenal. European has been a major headache
members of NATO had to the Western European
expressed shock and out- governments involved, and
rage over Weinberger’s the spector of a rejuvenatcomments, which forced ed neutron bomb raised
General Haig to make it by Secretary Weinberger’s

insensitive remarks has
only added fuel to the
political fires.
The neutron bomb
is a nuclear warhead which
is designed to minimize
blast damage, and instead
releases much off its energy in the form of lethal
neutron radiation. The
weapon is small enough
to be fired from artillery
pieces as a shell, and produces an explosion of one
to two kilotons (equivalent to 1000 to 2000 tongs
of TNT). For comparison,
the bomb dropped on
Hiroshima had a yield of
approximately 15 kilotons.
Proponents of the weapon
argue that neutron bombs
would be able to stop a
massive Soviet tank attack
across Western Europe,
while minimizing collateral
damage to the surrounding
countryside. It is estimated
that a one-kiloton neutron

bomb would kill twice as
many tankmen as a 10kiloton conventional tactical warhead and affect by
blast an area only one-fifth
as large. Everyone within
200 yards of the explosion
would be killed by a lethal
dose of radiation; varying
degrees of incapacitation
would extend to over 1000
yards.
The Soviet bloc has
about 20,000 tanks with
which to attack Western
Europe. If spread along a
front, hundreds or even
thousands of neutron
bombs would be required
to disable them. The radiation from even these
small-yield weapons would
pose a serious threat to
civilian populations. More
seriously, the Soviet Union
has no similar low-yield,
accurate tactical warhead,
the military literature suggests that the Red Army

What's true in surfing?

makes no find distinctions
between types of tactical nuclear warfare. Their
tactical nuclear weapons
are relatively powerful
and inaccurate, and would
cause massive civilian
casualties if employed in
response to the use of neutron bombs by NATO.
The cost of enhanced
radiation weapons is quite
high; one eight-inch ERW
artillery shell costs almost
$1,000,000 as much as 50
advanced anti-tank missiles or 5,500 conventional
shells. The deployment of
the neutron bomb would
lower the threshold of
nuclear war, even while it
deceived people into believing that nuclear exchanges
could be safely controlled.
An equal expenditure of
resources in bolstering
NATO’s conventional capabilities would give a more
credible, safer defense.

by Matt Hoh

1. The only state allowed to compete separately for the U.S. at international
surfing meets is Florida.
False: There is one state allowed to compete separately. However, that state is Hawaii.

2. Japan is the home of Banzai Pipeline.
False: The island of Oahu, Hawaii is the home to the Banzai Pipeline, along with other surfing
breaks known as Sunset, Waiemea and Makaha.

3. Hanging five is when a surfer stands on the front of his board and wraps five
toes over the front.
3. True: One can also hang 10, by adding their other foot to the front of the board; however, this is
almost guaranteed to end in a wipeout.

4. It is only possible to surf on coastlines and perfect conditions on a river.
4. False: It is possible to surf on both coasts and rivers. However it is also possible to surf in the
middle of the ocean, as there is an underwater sea mount 100 miles off the cost of San Diego
known as the Cortez Bank, which creates waves that can grow to 60-plus feet.

5. When surfers get completely covered by a breaking curl of a wave, it is
called a wipeout.
5. False: When a surfer is completely covered by a breaking wave, this is called being “tubed” or
“barreled.” This will most likely end in a wipeout, which occurs when the surfer falls of his or her
board.

Funds for Senior Experience available to students
Those who plan to complete a senior experience project can now
apply for grants to ease project-related expenses. The Mellon
Foundation, whose philosophy is to build, strengthen and
sustain institutions and their core capacities,
recently provided Lawrence with funds
to award a number of senior experience
APP
grants to students. Applications for the
LY
grants should be submitted to Tom
NOW
Ryckman, the director of the senior expe!
rience program.
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Lawrence celebrates 200 years of Darwin GLOW attends conference
Ari Steinberg

Lauren Mimms
for The Lawrentian

Thursday, Feb. 12, Professor
Marcia Bjørnerud organized a celebratory reading of “On the Origin
of Species” in honor of biologist
Charles Darwin’s 200th birthday.
The event took place in the Seeley
G. Mudd library from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. and involved readers from a
variety of academic departments
in addition to Lawrence students.
Tea, scones and crumpets were
also served.
Participants took turns reading aloud seven of the 14 chapters of Darwin’s groundbreaking
book, each reading 10-15 minute
excerpts. Discussion time after
each reading was crucial and
allowed for anyone to participate.
The event was open to all of campus, and many students took the
opportunity to stop by during the
day. There were 26 readers, one
third being students.
Senior Cynthia Drake participated in the reading, representing
part of the anthropology department, which included three pre-

senters: Associate Professor Mark
Jenike, senior Tiffany Kornaus, and
herself.
She said her favorite part of
the celebration was “hearing such
an important text read through the
perspective of multiple LU departments. It was apparent how many
academic fields were influenced by
Darwin’s work.”
Professor of Geology and Walter
Schober Professor of Environmental
Studies Marcia Bjørnerud planned
the event because “Darwin’s ideas
are so central to biology, as well
as geology.”
Bjørnerud also wanted people
to hear Darwin’s works in his own
words. While many know of his
theories she believes that “in reading ‘Origin of Species,’ one comes
to see Darwin as an incredibly
observant, thoughtful person who
wrote with great humility and keen
insight.”
Engaging the participation
of representatives from diverse
departments was crucial in allowing for an interesting assortment
of perspectives on the text.
Even English scholars can

appreciate Darwin’s writing.
Bjørnerud said that much of it
reads like poetry, including the
final sentence, “There is grandeur
in this view of life, with its several powers, having been originally
breathed into a few forms or into
one; and that, whilst this planet has
gone cycling on according to the
fixed law of gravity, from so simple
a beginning endless forms most
beautiful and most wonderful have
been, and are being, evolved.”
A few participants contributed unique input. Jessica Beyer
studied at the London Centre last
term and showed pictures of the
Down House, Darwin’s home outside of London. Bjørnerud was
also delighted that Bart and Beth
De Stasio joined the event from
Stockholm via Skype.
Lawrence’s celebration of
Darwin’s birthday was even worthy
of a cameo mention in USA Today’s
Feb. 10 edition.
You can see the article at: http://
www.usatoday.com/tech/science/2009-02-09-darwin-evolution_N.htm/

Photo courtesy of Marcia Bjønerud
Senior Cynthia Drake (upper left) and Professor Megan Pickett (right) were just two of many readers of Darwin's "On the Origin of Species."

of LGBT people, or showed them
as nothing more than mentally ill
sexual predators. However, in the
What is blue, white and has rain- ‘80s, television and film began exhibbows on it? That would be the two iting the beginning of positive and
Lawrence vans that shuttled GLOW accurate images of LGBT people as
members to the annual Midwest living happy, healthy, everyday lives.
Bisexual Lesbian Gay Transgender This new attitude presents itself
Ally College Conference held at today in television shows including
Indiana University in Bloomington “Degrassi,” “Brothers & Sisters” and
“The L Word.”
this reading period.
In addition to the workshops,
More than just an exhausting
acronym, MBLGTACC featured a GLOW members took the opportunity
variety of lectures, workshops and to tour a special gallery at the Kinsey
performances to be enjoyed by all. Institute, located in Bloomington,
which
focused
After an eighton images in the
hour drive, GLOW
members were
Historically,
the media and art
depicting gays and
treated to the comedy sensations of media displayed ste- lesbians before
Outmedia’s Queer reotypically flamboy- Stonewall.
The exhibit was
Riot tour including
nationally ant images of LGBT small but included
recognized and people,
or showed a range of sketches, photographs
televised talents
newspaper
Marga
Gomez, them as nothing more and
Jason
Stuart, than mentally ill sexual articles referencing LGBT lifestyles
Vidur Kapur and
the hilarious Julie predators. However, in before the 1969
Goldman.
the ‘80s, television and Stonewall riots and
the subsequent
Most of the
acts were political- film began exhibiting mainstream visly charged about the beginning of posi- ibility of the queer
community.
gay
marriage,
Later
that
but many of the tive and accurate imagthe
punch lines poked es of LGBT people as evening,
group went to a
fun at a range of
LGBT stereotypes living happy, healthy, performance by
The Kinsey Sicks,
or explored the everyday lives.
self-proclaimed
comedians’ own
“America’s
experiences
in
Favorite Dragapella Beautyshop
being queer.
Saturday, the conference sched- Quartet.”
The show consisted of four drag
ule was filled with a plethora of workshops ranging in topics from religion queens dressed in over-the-top ‘60s
and homosexuality to vampires. One diva outfits. They performed comelecture, which about half of the dic dialogue centered on their bargroup attended, was about images of bershop quartet act. The show was
LGBT people in the media from 1961 amazingly entertaining, witty and
until today. This presentation was even interactive, in the cases when
given by Neil Giuliano, the president the quartet jokingly harassed people
of Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against in the audience.
After the performance, GLOW
Defamation, or GLAAD, an organization that promotes sensitivity to the mingled with students from schools
queer community in the mainstream across the Midwest at a dance held
in a historic dance hall. Besides the
media.
Through television and movie music and dance, attendees enjoyed
clips, Giuliano demonstrated the a special drag show performance by
changing social attitudes toward locally renowned artists. As the end
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgen- of the conference drew near, GLOW
members packed their bags, said
dered people.
Historically, the media displayed goodbye to new friends and boarded
stereotypically flamboyant images the vans back to Lawrence.

for The Lawrentian

What China is doing right environmentally
James McDaniel
Staff Writer

Phil McKenna, class of ‘99,
gave the final talk of the Spoerl
Lecture series Wednesday, Feb. 11.
Graduating with a degree in history
and a minor in Chinese, McKenna
went on to get his master’s degree in
science writing at MIT.
He currently works as a freelance environmental journalist,
working as a correspondent for New
Scientist magazine, among others.
While at Lawrence, McKenna actively
participated in Greenfire and lived in
the ORC house. McKenna explained,
“Where I am today really all started
at Lawrence.”
Wednesday’s talk focused
on “What China is Doing Right
Environmentally,” discussing three
topics that McKenna has worked
on in the past: solar water heaters,
rescuing endangered monkeys and
water conservation.
China’s growth since the 1980s
raised demands for energy several
fold. China builds two to three new
coal power plants each week. At

the same time, McKenna explained,
China has 63 percent of global solar
hot water heating capacity.
McKenna highlighted these figures with images of a town he visited
near Beijing, where over 90 percent
of their downtown area depends
on solar water heaters for water
heating. McKenna noted that several
Chinese companies have made their
water heaters cheap and affordable
throughout the country.
In an entirely different situation,
McKenna traveled to the steamy
jungles of Guangxi province in the
southwest, which borders Vietnam.
There he worked under Pan Wenshi,
the founding father of conservation biology in China. Wenshi’s work
has recently revolved around whiteheaded langurs, small monkeys that
live in the semi-tropical forests and
limestone karsts of Guangxi.
Over the past few decades, these
monkeys faced extinction, but due
in part to Wenshi’s work on poverty alleviation and education in the
area, the monkeys are beginning to
bounce back from the brink.
Local farmers had encroached on

the langurs’ habitat, cutting down the
forest for firewood. Wenshi worked
to install methane capture systems
to provide gas-fuel, eliminating the
need to encroach on the forest.
McKenna’s third highlight of
China’s progress environmentally
sent him to the dry arid climate of
Gansu province, located in northwest China. This area used to be part
of the Silk Road connecting China to
Central Asia and Europe, but now
the area faces intense desertification, receiving only 30 centimeters
of rain per year.
On his visit there, McKenna discovered that in the late ‘80s, the government began teaching people how
to build home rainwater collectors
to combat the lack of water during
droughts and dry spells.
Today, the people of Gansu
province have nearly perfected their
water system and are implementing
it on larger scales. Projects have
moved from simple rain collection
systems to large greenhouses, which
extend to the growing season, and
the use of solar ovens, which can be
used to boil water for purification.

Photo by James McDaniel
Alum Phil McKenna and Professor Yang posed with an article concerning langurs.

Some African countries have even
started to use this model of water
collection for guidance.
What’s next for Phil McKenna?
He plans to return to China Mar. 1
to catch up with Pan Wenshi, with
whom he is writing a book. The book

will focus on China and environmental ethics, looking at the connection
between poverty and environmental
degradation. For more information
or to see what Phil McKenna is up to,
visit his blog at http://philmckenna.
blogspot.com/
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Across the Pond: the seedy and picturesque streets of Athens
Friday, February 20, 2009

Jami Lin

for The Lawrentian

By my last day in Athens, I had
run out of money after spending it
all on absolute necessities like fake
silver rings and baklava. In search of
something free, I wandered around
the city and ended up in the Exarchia
district, the hub of the students,
leftists and fringe society. The area
was dingy and covered in graffiti.
One street was plastered with yellow signs displaying the day’s date
and images of gas masks. I asked a
woman what it was for. “It’s today’s
protest, calling for the release of
the people still imprisoned for the
December riots,” she told me in
heavily accented English. “Come on,
I will show you.”
As we meandered through
Athens’ congested roads, this woman,
Natasha, explained her version of

the situation. “The prime minister
is in denial,” she said, shrugging her
shoulders. “The people are unhappy,
always rioting — and he just sends
more cops.” She sighed and shifted
her shopping bag from one shoulder to the other. “We citizens have
rights, but only on paper. We must
do something. Otherwise we will be
turned into slaves.”
After about 10 minutes, she
pointed at a building. “Go down
there, to the front of the university,”
she said. “Be careful. Don’t go off
by yourself.” I thanked her, and
she strode off. She was pessimistic
and matter-of-fact. The city, she was
sure, would always be lined with
police, the most hated demographic.
“Athens is safe,” Paola, a hostel
worker told me, “unless you are a
cop.”
I eventually found the protesters

A tour of medieval London
Melody Moberg
Staff Writer

“We’re going to London!”
exclaimed Professor Emeritus of
History William Chaney to a Main
Hall classroom crowded with students and faculty. “... Medieval
London.”
The lecture, which took place
Tuesday, Feb. 17, was a London
Week event, part of an effort to
raise awareness of the opportunities at Lawrence’s London Centre.
London Week is marked by a
Union Jack flying above the cupola,
dining center tabling offering information about the Centre and events
celebrating English and London culture, such as Chaney’s lecture and
the Wednesday night showing of
“Sweeny Todd.”
Chaney has done similar lectures for London Week in the past,
focusing on Roman London and
Anglo-Saxon London. The focus of
this year’s lecture was medieval
London.
Chaney used postcards, photographs and a large map of London
taped to the blackboard as visual
aids in his lecture.
He began with the 1066 Battle

of Hastings resulting in the Norman
conquest of England. Chaney pulled
out some large, green-tinged glossy
photographs of the battle, explaining that he was “the only person to have survived the Battle
of Hastings” with photographic
evidence. Holding a picture he
snapped of King Harold, he blamed
its discoloration on age — 943
years, to be exact.
Chaney laughed and explained
that he had actually attended a
reenactment of the battle in 1966.
Chaney offered an overview
of the medieval period. Broadly,
London experienced an influx of
French, German and Jewish immigrants. London’s trade revolved
around cloth, furs, spices and wine.
London sustained damage from
fires and storms.
London was also plagued by
vicious packs of dogs. Allegedly,
this was such a problem that the
people of London set a date to
slaughter all of the dogs. The night
before the date, all of the dogs
left the city. “Dogs are sensitive
creatures,” Chaney explained, “they
must have felt something.”
One impression we would have
gotten upon entering medieval

gathered in the square outside the
train station. Each group handed
out pamphlets and held up red-lettered signs. “These things sometimes — usually — end in violence,”
a waifish, gap-toothed girl admitted,
passing me a newsletter, “but only
at the end, because of the most militant protesters. Chemicals and stuff,
you know.”
I asked her who organized the
demonstration. “Many organizations
— leftist, anarchists — it’s just a
show of solidarity, in support of the
prisoners. And to promote many
other issues. Ideals.” She waved her
hand around emphatically, but spoke
in broad, vague terms. She walked
away as young students began to
chant faster and faster. Fifteen hundred people flooded into the street
and marched towards the Parliament
building, only to be blockaded by
dozens of gun-toting policemen with

for The Lawrentian

With both satellites and nuclear
submarines colliding this week, one
does wonder about the odds. Life on
Earth was the theme of this year’s
meeting of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science in
Chicago, taking place Feb. 12-16.
Several scientists made astounding
conjectures in their fields.
Astrophysicist Alan Boss of the
Carnegie Institution for Science suggested that there could be more
than 100 billion Earth-like planets
orbiting within the habitable regions
of their sun-like stars just in our
own galaxy. Considering that there
are somewhere in the neighborhood
of a few hundred billion galaxies in
the visible universe, such prevalence
would be staggering.
Physics professor Paul Davies of
Arizona State University proposed a
search for a second genesis of life on
Earth. He suggested that there could
exist what he calls a “shadow biosphere” where “shadow life” may be
hiding. He also suggested that this

“shadow life” would likely consist of
forms that have different biochemical metabolisms and do not process
the same chemicals as normal life.
Such differences would be due
to a separate biogenesis and would
prove that life started on Earth more
than once. He suggested that areas
rich in arsenic may be especially
prone to harboring this kind of biosphere. Davies believes that that the
main reason that we have not found
such life before is probably that we
have not looked for it.
Meanwhile, biochemistry professor Steven Benner of The University
of Florida and The Foundation for
Applied Molecular Evolution unveiled
his evolving DNA in a beaker. This
DNA has six base nucleotides rather
than four and requires polymerase
chain reaction cycling to replicate.
That is, it has to be cooked and
cooled in a vat of chemicals each
time. But the DNA is evolving, in the
sense that it makes errors, which
might be more likely to be replicated
in future cycles. Professor Benner
conjectures that we may one day
find life forms with such a six base

home: the Parthenon looms overhead, the hills are lush and green,
there are ancient ruins on every corner. But people throw broken bottles
in bank windows, and old, crippled
women lie on the cobblestone with
empty cups, begging for a few cents.
The touristy sides and the grungy
sides of Athens mix; each part is
inextricable from the next. And at
night, standing on the slopes of the
Acropolis, looking down at the city,
it all blurs together.

London is that “it stinks” — public
sanitation has certainly improved
in 900 years. However, it was probably just as noisy and congested
as it is today. Popularly, London
was known as a den of vice, where
prostitution was rampant and morals were loose.
Chaney also examined some of
the uglier aspects of London history — specifically, the rampant
and violent anti-Semitism.
Key landmarks which remain
from Norman London are the
White Tower part of the Tower of
London, the Priory Church of St.
Bartholomew the Great, St. John’s
Priory, the Church of St. Mary
le Bow, the Temple Church and
Westminster Abbey.
Chaney’s lecture was informative and at times hilarious. His
enthusiasm was infectious, whether illuminating the stories behind
what could easily be dull strings of
names and dates, mocking English
winemaking or sharing personal
anecdotes.
“London is full of treasures,”
Chaney explained, “I encourage
everyone to go there, whether as
a student or a tourist.” He also
encourages all London visitors
to understand the city’s history
because the “past is our heritage,
too, after all.”

In Real Science: What are the odds?
Nicholas Albertini

shields and gas masks. I was a little
worried. In true tourist fashion, I
alleviated this anxiety by buying an
iced coffee and taking dozens of
photos. The energy, however, was
passionate and contagious, and I
followed them down a side street,
where the march ended as peacefully
as it began.
“I love this city,” Susan, an expatriate from Michigan, mused one
night over a plate of moussaka. “It’s
my new home.” And it is a beautiful

genetic code on other planets. His
research is funded by NASA.
A more accurate theme for the
meeting might have been life on
other planets. Conjectures are not
weighted very heavily in science,
but when they come from people of
such high expertise in their fields, it
is advisable to take heed.
If there really are so many habitable planets in the universe, and if
it can be demonstrated that life has
arisen on ours more than once, then
it is assured that there are not only
other life forms out there, but intelligent life as well.
If Benner is successful in creating a self-replicating version of his
evolving biochemical set of polymers, we will see the mechanism of
this self-creation for ourselves. If we
can detect a telltale biological light
spectrum from another planet, we
will know without a doubt.
With the Kepler space telescope
scheduled to launch Mar. 5 to search
for Earth-sized extrasolar planets, at
least one of these conjectures with
be put to the test very soon.

Photos courtesy of Jen Cox
Athens (top) was one of the locations students visited during the London Centre 10-day break.

From our kitchen to yours
Chris McGeorge
Chef

Sauteed Green Beans
with Shallots and Bacon
I used to hate green beans
until I tried them prepared
like this.
1 lb. green beans, stem ends
trimmed
1 tbs. olive oil
1 shallot, diced
2 pieces bacon, cooked and
crumbled
1 squeeze of fresh lemon
juice
1. Blanche the green beans in
boiling water for one minute.

2. Over medium-high heat,
cook shallot in olive oil for
two minutes.
3. Add beans and bacon. Cook
for another one to two minutes.
4. Squeeze some fresh lemon
juice over the beans and
serve.
You can also add a splash of
white wine if you have some
on hand.

Photo courtesy of Chris McGeorge
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At long last: transparency Waiting for change
Ryan Day
Staff Writer

In a surprising step forward from
what we have seen in the previous
three weeks of Barack Obama’s presidency, the Obama administration
has unveiled Recovery.gov, a Web
site that aims to keep the contents
and spending of the newly passed
stimulus package transparent and
open to the public.
The front page of the Web site
states, “Recovery.gov is a Web site
that lets you, the taxpayer, figure out
where the money from the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act is
going.”
The site is still in the beginning
stages of development right now,
and it contains a few figures about
projected stimulus spending and the
entire text of the legislation. A video
of President Obama assures that the

Dear "We're Better Than
Your Favorite Radio
Show,"

Thank you.
— Tuesday evenings at
the Mudd

Web site will grow as the economic
stimulus package is put into action
and urges the viewer to come back
often.
This is the level of governmental
transparency that I came to expect
over the months of watching Barack
Obama campaign. This is a push in
the right direction for the Obama
administration. I cannot stress
enough the importance of transparency in governmental policy.
The government of the United
States must be held accountable for
its actions, and the only way for this
to happen is for the people to exert
pressure upon the government. The
only way the people can be expected
to exert pressure upon the government is if the people have the
knowledge of what the government
is up to. Transparency initiatives
like Recovery.gov allow the people
to know.
The key to government transpar-

Poseidon,

ency is that people use the knowledge that they have to change the
governing policies in ways that they
see fit. The government giving the
people information about policy is
a useless endeavor if the people
don’t act.
Put into concrete terms, this
means that Recovery.gov is useless
if people don’t visit often, analyze
the use of taxpayers’ money and
voice their opinions.
Let me repeat what President
Obama says on the front page of
the Recovery.gov site: Visit this Web
site, visit it often and watch what
the government is doing with your
money. Look at the use of the stimulus money critically, and if you find
something you are not happy with,
voice your discontent. It is both the
sole purpose of the Web site, and
the ultimate goal of governmental
transparency.

Flu,

Look at me...

I thought we
had a deal.

— LUST

Bitterly yours,
Sage

Op-Art

by Will Muessig

PHOTO
POLL

Photo poll by Stephen Anunson

“W hat have
you been
doing for the
last
seven
weeks? ”

Patrick Miner
Staff Writer

As the first month of Obama’s
presidency comes to a close, many
of his supporters and detractors are
assessing his first actions as head
of state.
Perhaps the first two dents in
Obama’s administration came with
the scandals surrounding now
Secretary of the Treasury Timothy
Geithner and Health and Human
Services nominee Tom Daschle.
Geithner failed to pay tens of
thousands of dollars in taxes to the
IRS, an agency he now controls.
Jan. 26, the Senate confirmed
Geithner by a vote of 60 to 34. His
main task now is to appropriate $350
billion of last fall’s $700 billion Wall
Street bailout. Hopefully he can manage these funds more honestly and
accurately than the $30,000-plus he
owed the IRS.
Despite Obama’s claim to keep
lobbyists and special interests out of
his administration, a large portion of
his nominees and cabinet members
were registered lobbyists within the
last few years.
Daschle, a former lobbyist for
the Atlanta law firm Alston & Bird,
also shares some common ground
with Geithner in that he too has
“tweaked” his taxes. In January, he
paid $140,167 in overdue taxes and
fees, but further controversy over
his use of a business partner’s limo
along with questions about his character ultimately led him to withdraw
his nomination status.
One of Obama’s first announcements was his intention to close
Guantanamo Bay within a year.
This timeframe is outrageous. As
Vincent Warren from the Center
for Constitutional Rights put it, “It
only took days to put these men in
Guantanamo; it shouldn’t take a year
to get them out.”
Furthermore, it’s unclear what
will become of the detainees upon

their release. Many have been imprisoned for five or six years.
Obama has also continued the
Bush administration policy of claiming protection of “state secrets” in
order to hinder litigation on accusations of state torture and warrantless
surveillance.
Under the Bush administration,
air strikes on settlements in the
Federally Administered Tribal Areas
on the Afghanistan-Pakistan border
were commonplace. These attacks
on alleged al-Qaeda targets inside
Pakistan have killed at least two hundred people, including women and
children. Jan. 23, U.S. Predator drones
bombarded homes in the region. This
act of aggression, the first military
action approved by President Obama,
killed over twenty people, including
at least three children.
At a Feb. 9 press conference,
President Obama explained that he
doesn’t have a timetable for withdrawal from Afghanistan and in
fact plans to double the number
of U.S. troops there. Meanwhile,
Vice President Biden predicts an
increase in American casualties in
Afghanistan: “I hate to say it, but
yes, I think there will be. There will
be an uptick.”
Back in July, Obama said, “My
first day in office, I will bring the
Joint Chiefs of Staff in, and I will give
them a new mission. That is to end
this war, responsibly, deliberately
but decisively.”
Thus far he has had no such
meeting and the White House is currently considering moving from his
original 16-month withdrawal plan to
a 23-month plan.
Of course, only “combat troops”
will be removed in either case. Noncombat brigades will remain in Iraq
for an uncertain time. As the weeks
tick by while we wait for Obama to
announce his withdrawal strategy,
casualties in Iraq are only growing,
as are the expectations of a tired
people.

“Putting my liver to work.”
- Alex Ajayi

“Eating Tootsie Pops.”

“Figuring out life.”

- Robert Sweedler

- Greg Haas
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Staff Editorial
Equal opportunity escapes
Over reading period, the Lawrentian staff had the opportunity to spend time at Lawrence’s
Björklunden retreat in Door County. It reminded us that the nice facilities at Björklunden, which are
at our disposal, are one of the nicest perks of the Lawrence Difference.
Björklunden provides a great resource for student groups to meet and get off campus to better
concentrate on their activity of choice. Likewise, Björklunden affords members of those groups the
enjoyment of leaving campus, the change of scenery and pace, the impressive surroundings and
Steve Martin’s awesome cooking.
There are very few things to say about Björklunden that are not complimentary.
That being said, more students should be able to enjoy the benefits of Björklunden. Many student
groups do not always fill the slots they are allotted on their given weekend, or simply are unable to
go. A suggestion that we would like to make at The Lawrentian is to open these empty slots up to
the rest of the student body. A sign-up sheet at the Info Desk every week would allow those who are
less involved in student organizations, or those who wish to get off campus for the weekend for a
break or mental health reasons, to enjoy a refreshing, well-fed weekend.
We understand that there may be many drawbacks to this proposal. It may be that the financial
cost would be too great a burden. We are also unsure of how this plan would be met by students;
abusing this privilege would be easy. However, we feel that it is something worth discussing.

The Compostmodernist: Frosh duds?

Dieter Hunyerager
Staff Writer

Question: How can you tell if
you’re in a class with a Lawrence
University student?
Answer: That question goes back
to Stanley Milgram’s “Obedience to
Authority,” which underscored the
banality of evil.
In my three-and-a-half years at
Lawrence University, I have heard the
terms “banality of evil” and “this is
kind of like 'Brazil'” literally dozens
of times. The freshman studies program has enabled students to share
a bond of common knowledge that
joins us throughout our Lawrence
careers. However, much like those
experiments conducted by what’shis-face in that book he wrote, the
freshman studies program zaps students of acting and thinking independently, causing them to relate
every other subject being discussed
back to Milgram or Kafka or Calvino.

Perhaps if the classes weren’t taught
by professors with no real interest in
the material whatsoever, the program
could be used to encourage new and
exciting ideas. As it stands, a freshman’s typical week is hogged up by
three-and-a-half hours of superficial
conversation about some of the most
analyzed and rehashed works in literature plus a mediocre movie about
a half-baked dystopia.
As tedious as the curriculum
is now, most of the works therein
seem downright obscure compared
to the giant lump of clichés slapped
together that defined the program
during my freshman year. The
2005-2006 reading list featured a
litany of authors never before read
by students, unless they had had
any middle or high school education whatsoever. For example, were
you aware that Martin Luther King
Jr. used the power of language to
compel his audiences in his “I Have a
Dream” speech? Even more shocking:
were you aware that segregation was
rampant in the south in the 1950s?
Who knew?
Because MLK is read at some
point by almost every high school
student in the country, my fellow
freshman and I had mastered our
perfunctory righteous indignation
while discussing the speech in a
classroom setting and we performed
well (my favorite quote from that
class: “I just can’t believe people
used to be judged by the color of
their race”). This constant regurgitation of King’s speech from middle
school to high school to now has
sucked out any emotional core it
once had and reduced it to a small
number of mind-numbingly self-evi-

dent talking points.
The most egregious cliché on
the FS list that year was one of the
most widely read tragedies written
by the most widely studied author
in the English language: William
Shakespeare’s “Macbeth.”
“Macbeth” is a solid piece of
work, but it lends nothing to its
analysis if 80 percent of the students
have already read the play and the
professor leading the discussion has
a doctorate in anthropology.
Though the rage that bubbled
up inside me while being forced
to partake in my umpteenth argument about free will as it relates to
the Scottish play was palatable, my
anger reached a new apex when the
entire freshman class was required
to attend a production of “Macbeth”
at the PAC.
This wasn’t just any old production of “Macbeth,” mind you. This
was a production of “Macbeth” — get
this — set in modern times! What
a novel idea! For days afterwards,
class discussion was dominated by
praises being sung about how clever
it was that Shakespeare had been
made more “relevant” to modern,
finicky audiences through its modernization, because of course no one
would understand the implications
of the title character’s choices unless
the guy is wearing jeans instead of
tights (yuck!).
I mean, seriously, I don’t think
I’ve ever seen a Shakespeare play set
in its original period.
Of course, this all relates
back to Stanley Milgram’s experiments described in “Obedience to
Authority,” which unveiled the awful
truth of the banality of evil.

“Mentally preparing for my
22nd birthday.”
- Zach Patrick-Riley

Eating for enjoyment
Part 3 of 3: The nourishment of bread

Jess Vogt
Columnist

In the last two columns I have
discussed various food philosophies, including the meaning of
food in society and our modern pattern of “eat and run.” In this article,
I will focus on one particular type of
food that is common to all humans
— bread.
All cultures have some form of
it. From pita to tortillas to naan, biscuits to French bread, whole wheat
to Wonder Bread, every society in
the world takes grain, grinds it to
flour, mixes it with at least water
and possibly salt, yeast or other
things to make what
is, for many, a staple
food.
The variety of
breads and foods to
eat with them are
some of the reasons
it is so appealing to
humans. As omnivores, we want a
diverse diet with lots
of choices, and bread — in sandwiches, dipped in soup or sauce,
covered in jam or butter, filled with
practically anything — certainly
allows for diversity.
The air-filled Wonder Bread varieties consumed by many Americans
do not even begin to capture the
possibilities available. Nor do they
taste like what bread was meant to
taste like. Even the denser, wholewheat varieties available on grocery
store shelves still are commonly
loaded with preservatives to keep
them fresh during transport and
increase shelf life, and sometimes
taste as such.
Furthermore, the bagged, generic sliced bread bought regularly at
America’s supermarkets has relegated bread from the prominent
position warm, home-baked loaves
had on many dinner tables of the
past to the bologna-and-American
cheese Wonder Bread concoctions
that fill brown bag lunches today.
Grocery store bakeries and places like Panera and Atlanta Bread
Company have attempted to change
this. Still, bread in America is a far
cry from French bakers carrying
around trays or baskets of warm,
fresh bread.
For all these reasons and more,
one of the first tasks I have begun
on my quest to eat for enjoyment is
to take up bread baking. Baking my
own bread from scratch has proved
much more delicious and preservative-free than store-bought varieties,
not to mention just plain fun. When
I finally, after hours of hand mixing,

“Corporate Bailouts.”

“Nothing.”

- Patrick McCrory

- Syed Abbas

“Dancing.”
- Renske Hoedemaker

7

kneading, rising, and baking, took
my first perfectly rounded loaf of
whole wheat bread — beginner’s
luck — out of the oven, I was so
ecstatic that I ran to grab my camera to photo document, and had to
have everyone in my house taste the
bread immediately.
But there is something in breadmaking beyond the gratification you
get with the final product. There is a
process to making bread; you begin
with piles of powder (flour, salt,
and possibly sugar), cups of liquid
of varying viscosities (butter, milk,
or water) and one magic ingredient
(yeast) and after getting your hands,
your pants and the floor completely
covered in flour, wind
up with this product
that looks nothing like
the ingredients with
which you began. It’s
energizing to know
that I can start from
scratch and make
something delicious
with little more than
the energy of my own
hands and the oven.
But bread-making, despite all
the kneading and mixing and baking, ultimately does not rely on
human power. Yeast — single-celled
organisms from the fungi kingdom,
whose invisible spores are in the
air nearly everywhere — is the true
engine behind bread-making. Yeast,
when added to the dough, feeds on
the sugars in the flour, resulting in
the creation of carbon dioxide, which
causes the dough to expand in volume, or rise. The time that elapses
during rising allows the ingredients
to ferment ever so slightly, cultivating the flavors and textures of what
we know as bread.
As I anxiously check under the
damp towel every 20 minutes or
so as my bread is rising, it’s hard
to believe all that is going on, and I
can’t even see it. What’s more amazing is that humans, somewhere in
the course of history, discovered
that they could harness the power
of yeast to make leavened — or
raised — bread.
Bread making is relatively simple: You knead the ingredients, let
the dough sit for anywhere from a
few hours to a day or more, and pop
it in the oven. The amount of labor
required is actually relatively little.
It’s unfortunate that more people
do not take advantage of the relative
ease of making homemade bread,
which makes your kitchen smell
wonderful, contains no preservatives, and tastes delectable. Mmmm,
mmmm ... I’m getting hungry just
thinking about it!

The opinions expressed in
these editorials are those
of the students, faculty
and community members
who submitted them. All
facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does
not endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit
their own opinions using the
parameters outlined in the
masthead.
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“L’Étoile” brings “naughty fun” to Stansbury stage
Olivia Hendricks
Staff Writer

Imagine a world in which the
only beverages anyone ever drinks
are martinis. It is not as far off as
it might seem. Feb. 18-22, Lawrence
students and faculty will be creating this fanciful world in Stansbury
Theatre as they perform Emmanuel
Chabrier’s comic opera “L’Étoile.”
The performances will take place
at 8 p.m. Feb. 19-21 and 3 p.m. Feb.
22.
Tickets are free for Lawrence
students, $5 for other students and
senior citizens and $10 for adults,
but purchasing the ticket is merely
the first step in entering the whimsical kingdom of Ouf the First. Said
Timothy X. Troy, stage director, “You
have to indulge us. You’ll have to
run with us even when we defy your
logic.”
The plot of “L'Étoile” is indeed
one of twisted love triangles and
bizarre misunderstandings. A
romance between the poor peddler
Lazuli and the lovely Princess Laoula
quickly grows complicated as the

jealous King Ouf schemes to make
Laoula his bride.
While the plot may seem out-

hearing Chabrier’s quoting of other
composers.” Even for those without
that background, however, “L’Étoile”

In fact, Chabrier is notorious for
his ability to incorporate humor into
the music itself. Katelyn Smith, who

Photo by Alex Kohnstamm
The cast of L'Étoile will preform this weekend at Stansbury Theatre. Tickets are available at the Lawrence University Box Office.

landish, the music of Chabrier may
surprise audiences, seeming remarkably familiar. Said Troy, “If you have
a music background, you will enjoy

is “easy to listen to. The piece is new
but it still sounds familiar, so you
don’t have to dig deep into your soul
to get it.”

plays in the pit orchestra, said, “The
music is really comical. It’s a musical joke.” Professor of Music David
Becker is conducting the orchestra,

and according to Smith he “starts
laughing all the time.”
While Troy said the audience
should pay attention to the “music
first,” the set and costumes are also
sure to entertain. Troy designed the
set himself, something he normally
does not do. He underscored the
playful nature of “L’Étoile” by keeping the set “light in two ways — both
bright and physically light.” He drew
inspiration from Federico Fellini’s
black-and-white film "8 1/2" to create a world that would “look different, but not too different.”
Two different casts will perform from night to night: Lacey Jo
Benter and Emily Shankman switch
off as Lazuli, Keely Borland and
Taylor Jacobson play Laoula and
Alex Gmeinder and Chris Roebuck
play King Ouf. Associate Professor of
Music Bonnie Koestner has prepared
these singers as the vocal coach.
No matter which night or which
cast performs, the evening is sure to
be one of whimsy, comedy and, as
Troy described it, “naughty fun.”

Elaine at the movies: Wind Ensemble tour a great success

"The Pink Panther 2"
Elaine Blum
Staff Writer

The Academy Awards, airing this
Sunday, Feb. 22, is an event I was
excited for well before nominations
were even announced in January.
But you really do need to be in a
particular mood to screen any of
the Oscar nominees. Each of them is
heavy, intellectually demanding, and
to some degree intense. Sometimes
you just need a little fluff.
“The Pink Panther 2” is bubblegum humor and is
pleasantly predictable. True, half the
time it depends on
obvious or over-thetop humor. Also
true, some of the
setups can be spotted far in advance.
For example, I successfully identified
the true villain within his/her first five
seconds onscreen.
However, this is
part of the charm.
It is the type of
movie you go to for
some simple, goodnatured frivolity.
Yes, you know that Inspector
Clouseau will yet again, despite all
appearances, solve the case and
rescue the Pink Panther diamond.
However, the fun part of the movie
is seeing how he manages to do this
despite all of his mishaps. Inspector
Clouseau is not very suave or subtle
and he walks into a lot of obvious
goofs. Yet he manages to solve the
case and get the girl. It has an allaround happy ending.
It also bodes well for this sequel
that almost the entire original cast
returned. Steve Martin reprises his
role as Jacques Clouseau, Jean Reno
returns as Ponton — the faithful, deft
sidekick — and Emily Mortimer yet
again provides the innocent romantic
interest, Nicole. The main change in
casting is the replacement of Kevin
Cline by John Cleese — a switch
which does not go unnoticed.

To be fair, seamlessly replacing cast members is hard to do in
any situation, since there tends to
be some natural preference towards
the original product. Just consider
how hard it was when they swapped
Darren on “Bewitched.” I am a fan of
Cleese, but the honest truth is that
this role is just boring for him. The
character has none of his signature
flair or off-beat, subtle humor. To
see Cleese at his best, watch “A Fish
Called Wanda,” a personal favorite.
Another slight snag of the film
is that the writers
felt they needed
to change up
the relationship
between Clouseau
and Nicole. The
film does initially continue the
comically awkward relationship
developed in the
previous movie.
The two exchange
pleasantries and
pretend to ignore
the
awkward
chemistry. But
the relationship
quickly evolves
into something a
little different for
this film. The change is not altogether unsatisfactory, yet I could have
happily enjoyed it if they would have
played more off of the original setup.
The innocent, off-beat relationship
had not yet gotten old.
As far as sequels go, “The Pink
Panther 2” does avoid the curse of
being a complete flop, as so many
are. And yet, I have not made any
mention of the true original: the
1963 Peter Sellers version. I admit
I have not viewed this classic and
I hereby add the title to my prioritized “to see” list. For those of you
who are familiar with its story, I
acknowledge that the contemporized
version probably does not compare
to the original. However, this sequel
is funny and entertaining if what you
need is some brain candy.

Kristi Ruff
Staff Writer

While the rest of us were studying, catching up on homework, and
being productive over reading period
— right? — members of the Lawrence
University Wind Ensemble were
busy on tour, traveling to Chicago.
The group performed with two
high schools' ensembles, Hinsdale
and New Trier, on the outskirts of
Chicago. Excepting a minor glitch
with the first school’s performance,
both concerts were “excellent”
according to some of the instrumentalists. Students enjoyed performing
with both high school ensembles, but

many had especially favorable comments for the New Trier High School
music program.
The repertoire for these concerts
was the same that was played at
the home concert in January. This
included the “Sonata for Trumpet
and Wind Ensemble” which once
again featured Associate Professor
John Daniel.
The band members spent a lot of
the daytime rehearsing before their
performances, but overall, many said,
“It paid off.” The performances were
described by the instrumentalists in
varying degrees of awesomeness —
from “toe-tapping” to “enthusiastic”
to “excellent.” When not busy per-

forming, the band spent some free
time at the hotel doing homework,
catching up on sleep, swimming in
the pool or just relaxing.
Upon their return to Lawrence,
students were exhausted — many
students described coming home
and falling into bed immediately to
catch up on sleep.
The tour was an overall success — the band got to spread the
word about Lawrence and showcase
Lawrence’s music program, all the
while getting to know other members of the ensemble and spending
time in Chicago.

D.J. BRENGLE SUBMITTED HIS SENIOR PHOTO...

WHY HAVEN'T YOU?

DON'T LET YOURSELF BE REMEMBERED AS A BLANK BOX - BECAUSE THAT'S WHAT
WILL BE ABOVE YOUR NAME IF YOU DON'T SUBMIT YOUR PHOTO.

E-MAIL YOUR PHOTO TO ARIEL.YEARBOOK@GMAIL.COM BY FEB. 22!
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Coming to
your senses
Movies
Friday, February 20
“Fired Up”
“Madea Goes to Jail”
“Eleven Minutes”
“Must Read After My Death”

DVD
Tuesday, February 24
“The Haunting of Molly Hartley”
“Sex Drive”
“What Just Happened?”
“Badland”

Arts & Entertainment

Michaels presents “A Song for Harmonica”
Laura Streyle
Staff Writer

“Some things are just better
expressed without words,” said
Patrice Michaels as she shared a hug
with apprentice and musical companion, Dario LaPoma.
As the Lawrence Conservatory’s
professor of opera theater and studio voice, Michaels has made a fulfilling career out of using musical
expression to communicate these
“things” that call for more than
words to say.
In this case, Michaels was referring to how a friendly hug was
more suitable to accurately express
her gratitude and appreciation for
LaPoma’s “sunny personality” and
creativity that made working with
him on her 1988 musical, “A Song
for Harmonica,” so rewarding.
While working as a community
resource artist in Alberta, Canada,
Michaels decided to present “A Song
for Harmonica” as a way to engage
youth in the areas of musical theater
composition and performance.
The show made its 2009
Appleton debut this past weekend,
with two free performances. The 50minute interactive program, created
especially for kids in kindergarten
through sixth grade, showed at 4:30
p.m. Friday and 10:30 a.m. Saturday
in Harper Hall.
Harmonica is an 8-year-old girl
who desperately wants to become

a guardian angel, because guardian
angels get their own pair of beautiful, white wings. Michaels portrays
Harmonica as a second-grader sized
puppet who wears blue overalls,
along with pink and purple boots.

Tuesday, February 24
The Bran Flakes
“I Have Hands”
JJ Cale
“Roll On”
K’Naan
“Troubador”
Lamb of God
“Wrath”

Determined to succeed, Harmonica
takes the audience on a voyage
through opera history in search
of something to restore Maestro’s
musical inspiration.
On their cue, two attentive vol-

Photo courtesy of Patrice Michaels
Patrice Michaels and Dario LaPoma preformed "A Song for Harmonica" last weekend.

In order to become a guardian
angel, Harmonica must help a cranky
old opera composer, named Maestro,
played by 21-year-old LaPoma, find
his long-lost inspiration to compose.

unteers from the audience would
run up on the stage and pull back
the purple curtain of the proscenium. Michaels would then emerge
as Mozart’s Papagino, Handel’s

Cleopatra, or some other intriguing opera character. Each member
of the audience became a part of
the orchestra that accompanied
Michaels’ beautiful singing.
Looking out into the audience, it
was a delight to see a young girl with
pigtails playing her air-violin part,
while a few seats down, a man with
white hair played his air-trumpet.
When the performers were asked
how they were able to engage the
audience as successfully as they
did, in a later interview, Michaels
responded, “I think Maya Angelou
said it right when she said, ‘you have
to bring everything you have to every
interaction you have in your life.’”
Michaels and LaPoma brought all of
their energy and talent to the stage,
and were thus able to effectively
relate to the audience.
After their journey through
musical history, Maestro thinks he
has not succeeded in finding inspiration, since he still cannot compose
songs like the ones he heard during the musical voyage. However,
Maestro finally becomes inspired to
write when he cannot put into words
how good it makes him feel to have
Harmonica believe in him.
As the audience joined in singing the song that Maestro needed
to compose in order to proclaim his
happiness, it became clear that some
things are just better expressed with
music.

Artist Spotlight:
Nora Taylor

Music

9

She has dedicated almost all of her free time,
save those long hours devoted to YouTube, to
practicing her craft and has appeared in numer-

Most kids get
their beginnings in
the arts through
parents looking to
encourage creativity in their children
and, most importantly, to get them
off their backs. by Anna Hainze
Senior Nora Taylor’s
start in the theater was really no different. “My
mom was looking for a way to channel my
weirdness and need for attention into something
positive ... I did everything: commercials, magazine stuff, and I was in a movie when I was in
kindergarten.”
Though she claims to still be dealing with
the realization that her career peaked when she
was five, Taylor has never balked at the opportunity to follow her theatrical dreams.
Since choosing to become a theater major at
Lawrence, Taylor has never once looked back.

ous LU productions.
Taylor is currently playing the part of a
man in the all-female production of “Burial at
Thebes.” Said Taylor, “‘Burial at Thebes’ is by far
the most challenging theatrical experience of my
life; I’ve played a man before, but this is a huge
part with a lot of crazy emotion going on.”
She went on to note, however, that her favorite production at LU was most certainly “Smash,”
in which she was able to both wear sassy hats
and lock lips with Asher Perlman.
Taylor’s theatre experience, however, is not
confined to the borders of the Lawrence campus.
She studied abroad last year at a theater school
in Dublin, Ireland and this past summer was able
to bring her theatrical skills to her hometown of
Chicago, where she served as an intern at one
of the best regional theaters in the country, the
Goodman.
But will she continue with theatre in the
future? Replied Taylor, “Hopefully.” For as we
all know, “In this business of show, you have to
have the heart of an angel and the hide ... of an
elephant.”

Photo by Katie Langenfeld

A night of homage: the upcoming “Director’s Cut Film Festival”
Tom Pilcher
Staff Writer

If there was one fact I learned
from introduction to film studies
last term, it is that filmmakers love
to borrow from and reference other
films in their own work. Sometimes
this can be a bad thing, especially
when critics criticize them for being
unoriginal. Usually, however, these
references strengthen a film when
done tastefully, connecting it to previous cinematic movements. Next
Wednesday, the Lawrence University
Film Club wants critics to forget
about tasteful references and appreciate the group’s second film festival
of the year: the Director’s Cut Film
Festival.

As group leader Stephen Anunson
described it, the Director’s Cut festival asked student filmmakers to
create a short film of 30 seconds to
10 minutes that uses a specific film
director’s techniques and style.
Filmmakers can also give a short
presentation on the director that
influenced their work, along with
showing clips from the films that
inspired their own work. Anunson
said that the group’s goal for the
festival was to “encourage filmmakers to study the works of other great
filmmakers more carefully and to
share a little bit about the process
of film-making with those attending
the festival.”
The film club had a festival last
term as well, though it did not have

a specific theme. The festival was
extremely well attended, and its winner was “Gun,” a short action film by
freshman Tom Coben. Coben utilized
action movie special effects to portray a huge shoot-out scene between
the members of the cross-country
team, who held invisible weapons
and threw invisible grenades.
Next week’s festival will feature another film by Coben, along
with films by Molly Preston and
Katie Langenfeld, Chris Conrad,
Maggie Waz, Micah Paisner, Stephen
Anunson and more.
The film club started unofficially
in the spring of 2008, and since last
fall has been officially recognized
by LUCC. The group is still small
with around seven regular members,

but the success of last term’s film
festival suggests that the group will
soon grow.
Anunson said that the group is
for both filmmakers and film lovers, but that they focus more on
making films. Any interested film
lovers should try to attend one of
their meetings, which happen every
Monday at 8 p.m. in Science Hall
128.
Looking farther ahead, Anunson
said that their theme for the spring
term festival will be a “48-Hour Film
Festival.”
With so many filmmakers, next
week’s Director’s Cut Festival is sure
to be a hit. The festival happens
Wednesday, Feb. 25 at 8 p.m. in the
Wriston auditorium.
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Lawrence University

Matt Hoh

minutes into the game. From
there, they never looked back.
The Vikings lead by 31-17 at
With the end of the regular sea- halftime and closed out the
son quickly approaching, the men’s second half in a commanding
basketball team won big against the fashion.
19th-ranked Green Knights of St.
Not disappointing on senior
Norbert. LU defeated the first-place night, the Vikings came out of
Knights 65-38 and moved to within halftime and dominated the first
a half game of first place in the eight minutes again, going on a
conference.
19-4 run, increasing their lead to
The Vikings started out strong 19 points.
as they jumped to a 17-3 lead eight
With the victory, the
Vikings increase their
winning streak to five
and move to a record
of 15-6.
Senior Doug Kadison
commented on what
changed to allow the
team to hit this hot
streak. “We have had
some wake-up calls this
year where teams have
hurt us because of our
lack of intensity on D
and we realize that
we’re only as good as Jayce Apelgren drains the three.
our defense plays.”
to their last conference game this
The Vikings great defense Saturday when they head down to
was in full force Saturday, play Ripon.
as they held the Knights to
The Vikings now prepare for the
only 21 percent from the Midwest Conference Tournament
field in the entire game. Even and attempt to capture the automore impressive, LU held St. matic bid to enter the Division III
Norbert to only nine percent national playoffs. When asked if
shooting from behind the there were any teams they need to
arc, including zero percent watch out for, senior Ryan Kroeger
in the first half (0-11).
said, “I think the only team we need
The win Saturday marks to worry about is Lawrence. If we
the 10th-straight win in the play like we are capable of every
series and the Vikings have game from now on, we should have a
now swept St. Norbert on fun couple of weeks ahead of us.”
Photo by Matt Hoh the season. The men’s team
Lawrence loses five seniors this
John Dekker stuffs a St. Norbert player.
is now looking forward year commendable for four great
Staff Writer

Standings

Photo by Matt Hoh

years of Lawrence basketball: Ryan
Kroeger, Doug Kadison, Chris Page,
Jayce Apelgren and B.J. Harry. Page
commented on the last four years:
“There have been many ups and
downs on the court, but the best
part of this season is the off-court
relationships we have with everyone
on the team. We truly are one big
family.”
The Vikings try now to bring the
conference tournament to LU. We
know the team is working hard, as
Apelgren commented, “I hope that
we create some memorable moments
in the coming weeks that really make
this a unique season.”

LUST does well at conference championships
Kyle Nodarse
Staff Writer

The Lawrence men’s and women’s swimming and diving programs
headed down to Grinnell, Iowa for
the conference championships this
past weekend and had great success
across the board.
The women opened the meet
with a strong third-place finish in
the 200-yard freestyle relay. Sam
Szynskie, Emily Mohr, Jenna Budde
and Becca Hamlyn swam the race in
1:44.46, netting an early 42 points
for the Lady Vikes. To make things
even better, the men followed suit
with a third-place finish of their own
in the 200-yard freestyle relay. Tom
Smith, Nate Kontny, Peter Brengel
and Collin McCanna swam the race
in 1:29.26.
Next was the 500-yard freestyle
and that was when the meet got
interesting. Hayley Vatch broke not
only the pool record but the conference championships’ record as
well, swimming the race in 5:08.28.
Hamlyn also took fourth, giving the

Indoor Track
update
The men’s and women’s indoor
track teams competed at the Grand
Valley State Big Meet on Valentine’s
Day this past weekend in Allendale,
Mich. The teams had high hopes
and looked to continue to improve
on their already great season.
Marva Goodson opened the

Vikes 46 points for the race. Kyle
Griffin swam to a fourth-place finish
as well in the men’s 500-yard freestyle, swimming in 4:57.21.
Smith swam the 200-yard IM in
2:00.62 to pick up another 22 points
for Lawrence, while Nick Johnson
came in sixth and picked up another
18 points. David Dulak came in
10th and gathered 11 points. In the
women’s 50-yard freestyle, Szynskie
swam to a sixth-place finish in a
time of 26.49, picking up another
18 points. Mohr picked up another 7
points with a time of 26.38.
The relay teams came up big
again in the 400-yard medley relay,
grabbing a fourth-place finish and
40 points in a time of 4:14.35. In the
1-meter diving, Jessy Adams picked
up a sixth-place finish and 18 points
after earning close to 300 points in
the finals.
The second day of competition
continued to go well for the Lady
Vikes, as they opened the day with
a fifth-place finish in the 200-yard
medley relay. Kelsey Gray, Szynskie,
Hamlyn and Mohr swam a time of

1:57.64. Peter Brengel, Matt Yauch,
Smith and Johnson again followed
suit, picking up second place and 44
points with a time of 1:39.60 in the
men’s event.
Griffin picked up another 20
points for the men’s team, as he
swam a 4:34.16 in the 400-yard IM.
Yauch won the second final in a
time of 4:42.40, picking up another
16 points. In the 100-yard butterfly, Hamlyn and Szynskie earned a
combined 40 points with times of
1:01.21 and 1:04.86.
Vatch broke her second pool
record of the weekend in the 200yard freestyle, in a time of 1:57.03.
Combined with Sara Bostrom, the
Lady Vikes earned another 65 points
in the event, as Budde and Chrissie
Nelson swam well enough to earn
10th and 11th place. Smith swam the
100-yard breaststroke in a time of
1:00.81, which was good enough for
a second-place finish and 22 points,
while Jared Blommel picked up 20
points and fourth place with a time
of 1:02.19.
Peter Brengel broke the meet

record in the 100-yard backstroke,
missing out on the pool record by
0.01 seconds. He swam a 52.13 and
picked up 26 points. The Lady Vikes
came back out and picked up a
fourth-place finish in the 800-yard
freestyle relay in a time of 8:22.88.
The men then swam a great race in
the 800-yard freestyle, swimming
the race in 7:35.98 and earning 44
points for the Vikings.
Vatch opened day three with a
meet and pool record in the 1,650yard freestyle, swimming that in
17:45.10. To back it up, Griffin
picked up a fourth-place finish in the
men’s event with a time of 17:12.37.
To continue the last-day success,
Gray picked up a fifth-place finish in
the 200-yard backstroke with a time
of 2:21.18.
On the men’s side, Peter Brengel
won the 200-yard backstroke with a
time of 2:01.24. Dulak took seventh
in a time of 2:09.39. An event later,
he picked up another victory in
the 100-yard freestyle, swimming in
48.62. Smith took sixth place with a
time of 50.14.

meet with a strong 60-meter dash,
running a time of 8.10 in the
finals. Madeline Steininger and Lisa
Ritland competed in the 200-meter
dash open and ran great times.
Steininger ran a 27.92 and Ritland
ran a 29.28. Goodson competed in
the 200-meter dash invite, finishing
the race in a time of 26.93.
Ritland and Ali Blegen competed
in the 400-meter dash open and put
up times of 1:03.93 and 1:05.98,
respectively. Blegen also competed
in the 800-meter dash open and ran
a strong race in 2:34.46.

The races got longer in length,
but the Vikings’ competitive spirits
refused to diminish. Emily Muhs ran
the 5,000-meter open in a very good
time, completing it in 19:38.42.
The 60-meter hurdles allowed
Steininger another opportunity to
run, and she came through with a
strong time of 10.36. She followed
that up with a strong finish in the
high jump, as she hit a 1.56-meter
jump in the finals.
Goodson continued her strong
day in the long jump, placing
fifth with a jump of 5.84 meters.

Steininger backed her up with a
jump of 4.84 meters.
On the men’s side of the meet,
Ben Hartman opened with a strong
time of 7.32 in the 60-meter dash
open, and he improved on his time
in the finals, running a 7.28.
In the 400-meter dash, Jesse
Peterson, Matt Frelich and Robert
Ulloa ran strong times and picked
up great finishes, running 54.16,
55.25 and 57.63 respectively. In
the 800-meter open, Mark Sprtel
ran a 2:08.44 for the men, complemented by strong times from David

Hockey

MCHA

Adrian
Lawrence
MSOE
Marian
Finlandia
UM-Crookston
Concordia
Northland

20-0-0 23-1-1
14-5-1 14-10-1
12-7-1 13-10-2
11-8-1 11-11-3
10-8-2 10-11-2
5-15-0 5-20-0
4-16-0 4-20-1
1-18-1 1-23-1

Men’s Bball

MWC

O'All

12-3
12-3
11-3
10-4
7-7
6-8
6-8
4-10
2-13
2-13

18-4
16-6
15-6
14-7
9-11
9-12
7-14
7-14
4-18
2-20

Women’s Bball MWC

O'All

St. Norbert
Beloit
Ripon
Carroll
Monmouth
Lake Forest
Illinois College
Knox
Grinnell
Lawrence

18-4
14-8
13-8
13-8
13-8
11-10
12-9
6-16
4-18
0-21

St. Norbert
Grinnell
Lawrence
Carroll
Ripon
Illinois College
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Beloit
Knox

14-1
11-4
10-4
8-6
8-6
8-6
7-7
3-12
3-12
0-14

O'All

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu, www.
midwestconference.org and
www.mchahockey.com and
are current as of
February 18, 2009.

In the 200-yard breaststroke,
Blommel, Johnson and Yauch respectively picked up fourth-, fifith- and
sixth-place finishes, earning a combined 57 points. Hamlyn took third
place in the 200-yard butterfly with
a time of 2:21.04. The relays picked
up again as the Lady Vikes took
home fourth place in the 400-yard
freestyle relay in 3:45.22. To follow
suit, the men picked up second place
in the 400-yard freestyle relay in a
time of 3:17.78.
Overall, through 40 events, with
10 schools competing, the men’s and
women’s teams had a great weekend
at the conference championships.
The women took second place for
the tournament with 583 points. The
men took home third place with a
total of 613 points. Vatch and Peter
Brengel picked up swimmer of the
year honors.

Zane, Cameron Blegen, Dylan ReedMaxfield and Dan Moeller. Sprtel
ran well again later with a strong
one-mile time, finishing in 4:38.36.
To close the strong day for
the Vikings, Nick Kerkman made a
throw of 12.77 meters in the shot
put, then threw 11.50 meters in the
weight throw.
The men’s and women’s indoor
track teams head to UW-Oshkosh
this weekend to participate in the
invitational as they continue to prepare for the conference championships at the end of February.
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Jon Mays
Staff Writer

The Lawrence University men’s
hockey team did not have much to
play for this weekend, but it sure
did not look that way on the ice.
The Vikings already wrapped up
a spot in the conference tournament and home-ice advantage for
the first round, but they still came
out looking like they had something
to prove.
The Vikings jumped on the
Finlandia Lions early in the first
game of the two-game series and
opened up a 2-0 lead in the first
period. Billy Siers and Nick Jennette
scored goals, and the assists were
credited to Corey Garrett and Jon
Sacks. Lawrence cooled off in the following periods and the Lions made a
comeback.

The Vikings allowed two goals
in the second period to tie the score
going into the final period including a power play score. The Lions
then took the lead for good on
another power-play goal midway
through the third period. Viking’s
goalie Evan Johnson played well and
made 29 saves but took the loss for
Lawrence.
The second game of the series
was historical for the Vikings, as they
broke the school’s record for wins in
a season. The previous record was
set in the 2006-07 season. Lawrence
sophomore Pat Brenner scored the
first goal of the game on a power
play early in the second period. The
Vikings (14-10-1, 14-5-1 MCHA) got
another chance on the power play
late in the third period and again
they converted.
This time Jennette was credited

with the goal, his second of the
weekend. The game got ugly late
in the third period when the teams
were called for a combined 21 penalties and 114 penalty minutes. The
madness gave Finlandia a two-man
advantage and they would convert
on, cutting Lawrence’s lead to 21. The Lions (10-11-2, 10-8-2) then
pulled their goalie in a last attempt
to tie the game, but the Vikings
stood strong and carded the victory.
Backup goalie Jim Ryan earned the
victory for Lawrence by making 23
saves.
Up next for the Vikings is the
conference tournament against an
opponent yet to be determined.
These games will be played here at
home at the Appleton Family Ice
Center on Ballard Rd.

Women’s basketball drops one to St. Norbert
Tristan Lipe
Staff Writer

The Lawrence women’s basketball team faced off against St.
Norbert in a home game this past
weekend. The Vikes were looking
to bounce back from a tough loss
against St. Norbert only a week and a
half ago. The Lady Vikes hoped coming home to Alexander Gymnasium
would be a boost that would help get
their first win.
However, once again they struggled against a tough St. Norbert
team. The Vikes were held to just
13 points in the first half going 6-21
from the floor. The Vikings trailed
by 13 at halftime and were unable to
come back from the early deficit, as
St. Norbert went red hot and put up

41 points in the second half.
The Vikes were again held under
20 points, putting up only 18. The
Vikes were led by Erin Henzi who
had nine points, Laura Aerts who had
eight points and America
McClure who added six.
Katie Condon and Katie
Van Es each added four
points.
The Vikes continue to
struggle to find their first
win. Their lack of numbers
and scoring weapons has
really hurt them this season. They have moved the
ball well and played tough
defense, but turnovers and
an inability to finish have
been their downfall.
The
Vikes
have

one game remaining this season.
Wednesday, Feb. 18 the Vikes played
their last home game of the season
against Beloit. Next, they finish off
the season at Ripon Feb. 21.

Staff Writer

While spend- ing my reading
period
only watching a handful of basketball games, I decided to
make up for the lack of sports exposure by listening to a lot of sports
talk radio. I have come up with the
conclusion that many people, myself
included, do not care to watch the
NBA All-Star game. As each game
comes along, this debate also arrives
with it. To end this disagreement, I
propose a series of changes:
The first item that I would adopt
is similar to what baseball did —
make the game count for something.
Baseball awards the winner of the
All-Star game by giving home field
advantage during the World Series
to the team that represents the winning league.
In reaction to this change, some
argued that “home field might come
down to a player on the Royals? Or
Pirates?” Yes. Simply as that, baseball
had to do something to spike interest in the game, and I think this was
a solid move. The NBA should try
this. That would be my first change,
make the game matter and people
will care. If their team is a contender
for the title, they’ll watch, and players will attempt to play something
often referred to as ... DEFENSE.
I watched the entire baseball
all-star game this past summer from
the first pitch to the last, and it was
a great game because everyone knew
the game could be the difference
between a Game 7 clincher in windy
Chicago, warm Tampa, or chilly
Philadelphia. Basketball is naturally

Women's Indoor Track
What is your favorite event in track?
My favorite track event is the long jump. Although this is my best
event, I appreciate it mostly for the inexpressible pleasure I receive
midair when I know I’ve executed a great jump.
What do you hope to accomplish during the indoor track season?
With the completion of the indoor track season, I first and foremost
hope to improve as an athlete. Becoming an All-American this season
in long jump is a secondary goal that I have been putting a lot of work
into as well.
What is your usual pre-race warm-up routine? Is there any particular
reason for this routine?
My pre-race warm-up routine usually consists of a short jog,
stretching, high knees and a series of accelerations. For the most part I
just try to avoid getting too nervous.
How is the team dynamic this year under the supervision of a new
coach?
The coaches are GREAT!!!! All
of them contribute in very different ways, but together are helping us improve as individuals as
well as athletes. Although I have
only been here for a short period
of time, the bond between the
athletes on our team is no mystery. Everyone helps each other
out and spends time together on
and off the track.

Photo by Matt Hoh
Photo by Matt Hoh

Senior Mara Hagopian works hard on defense.

an indoors sport, but home-court
fans can make a difference. Ever
heard of the sixth man?
Put hot spots on the floor which
are worth 5, 10, and 15 points that
are shots of difficulty. True N64
players recognize this idea from a
certain video game, and how much
fun it can make a game. This could
make the game high scoring, but to
make it more interesting, put a limit
of how many times you can shoot
from each spot. Let’s say six to seven
attempts from each spot, so about
20 shots total in the game. That is
roughly 25 percent of the attempts
by one side in each game. Only
the players who have the capability
to make the shots should attempt
them, meaning Ray Allen will put up
about 85 points per game.
To me, the three-point competition is the best part of the weekend.
A guy has to have some great ability
to shoot 25 balls in less than a minute with precision. If he makes the
finals, his legs are exhausted, and it
comes down to who has the better
shooting technique. I was hoping
Jason Kapono would have won his
third title, but it’s all right.
To take something from the
playground, why not legalize goaltending on shots from within 6-8
feet. Because of the three-second
rule, players can’t camp in the lane
and guard the rim. If not for goaltending, how about allowing it after the
ball has touched the glass? If a guy
goes in for a weak lay-in, why not
allow Kevin Garnett to slap it out?
This would enforce guys to go strong
to the hoop.
To borrow from “tip 21,” if

Marva Goodson

Who is your all-time favorite
professional runner?
Marion Jones will always be
my favorite. I remember looking
at photos of her long jumping
in disbelief when I was in high
school.

Torrin's Take on the NBA All-Star Game
Torrin Thatcher

by Jeanelle Adams

there’s an air ball, that is automatically an eight-point deduction.
You’re an all-star — don’t embarrass
yourself.
My mom always told me to keep
my head up so I can pass to open
teammates. How about making a
rule that there has to be a certain
amount of passes before a shot
attempt? This would encourage guys
in cutting to the hoop and would
diminish the constant one-on-one
battles we see.
How about picking teams, or
shooting for teams like you would
during recess? The top two vote
getters are the two captains, and
they take turns picking to form
their team. Will Kobe, Lebron, CP3,
Duncan, or Howard be the first pick?
That would be interesting and could
fortify some relations among players. As for who would coach the
mix-match team? Who cares? Does
it really matter who sits there and
makes the substitutions?
I’m sure there are many more
things we could think of: left-handed free throws, shorter shot clock,
fewer dead balls or actually calling
traveling.
As for the weekend in Phoenix,
it was sad to see the news that
Terry Porter wasn’t going to make it
through the week as the Suns’ coach.
He’s from Milwaukee and played college basketball at UW-Stevens Point,
had a solid NBA career, and coached
the Milwaukee Bucks for two years
before being fired from that job. It
might be safe to say that his NBA
head-coaching career may be done
for a while. On Wisconsin!

Matt Meiselman
Wrestling

Would you rather win by pinning your opponent or by points?
I’d rather pin my opponent; it’s six team points and you get to walk
off the mat early, and that’s always nice.
What is your favorite wrestling move?
Without question my favorite move is the reverse crusher. It got me
a ridiculous amount of first-period pins in high school and it’s probably
the sweetest looking move there is.
What has been your biggest accomplishment so far this season?
At the beginning of the season, I broke my toe in the first period of
a match at the MSOE invitational. When I took my injury time, my coach,
Dave Novickis, told me in a few choice words that it didn’t matter to
him whether my toe was on or off, I was going to finish the match. I
went back in there and scored a quick five points, and then ended up
winning 15-7. Three months later and my toe is still swollen, but I’ll
never forget the look on that kid’s face when I got my hand raised.
What are your thoughts about the discontinuation of the wrestling
program at Lawrence after this season?
It’s pretty rough accepting that I’m getting cheated out of my senior
year of college wrestling, and as far as I know, there’s still a little hope
for a program next year, so I’ll
just leave it at “it sucks.”
What has been the most memorable team moment since you
have been a part of the program?
I could go with when we took
the private colleges title home
my freshman year, but a more
honest answer would be that
time Sam Laes body checked
John Buntrock into the wall in
perfect synchronicity with the
“crash” of the song “Crash Into
Me” by Dave Matthews Band. It
was epically hilarious.
Photo by Matt Hoh
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What’s on your iPod?
Ken Wiele
1. “Boplicity,” Miles Davis
I love this song because
it speaks on so many levels.
Emotionally, it makes me feel a
sort of bittersweet happiness. If
you listen to it, you’ll hear what
I mean. Intellectually, it’s great
because Miles composed this
jazz standard with an uncharacteristic emphasis on strong
beats instead of off-beats, but
in a way that stays true to the
genre. It’s just one example of
Miles’ ingenuity and knack for
novelty.
2. “OK,” MuteMath
A close friend that I’ve
known since the Spice Girls
were popular turned me onto
this stellar group of musicians.
It’s one of those songs that lets
you just relax and feel good.

3. “Juicy,” Notorious B.I.G.
This song gets you groovin’
right away; the beat is so tight.
It always makes me laugh when
I hear it. Great car song.

turn the volume way up and
sing along with what my mother
calls “the most beautiful voice
in the world.”

4. “Waltz for Debby,” Oscar
Peterson Trio
As any jazz pianist will
tell you, this guy is one of
the greats of the instrument.
Oscar’s harmonic language is
very “inside” and, I think, accessible to the casual listener as
well as the discerning one.

6. “The Joker,” Steve Miller
Band
Shout out to Jake Crowe for
the awesome way he’ll bust out
into song. Always puts me in
a happy mood. Yeah, I have a
man-crush on Jake. If you get
between us, I have a pair of
cement shoes for you that come
with a complimentary one-way
trip to the Fox River.

5. “Scar Tissue,” Red Hot Chili
Peppers
Man, the ‘90s were great.
Songs like this bring back
some sweet memories. Mostly,
though, it makes me want to

7. “Every Morning,” Sugar Ray
I bought this album at the
end of last summer. It’s strange,
but it reminds me of a friend
who kindly made me aware of a
HUGE spider on me by scream-
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ing at the top of her lungs.
8. “Deep Inside of You,” Third
Eye Blind
Pretty self-explanatory.
9. “A Child is Born,” John
Allred
John is such an unbelievable
jazz trombone player. My dad
and I absolutely love this guy.
10. “O be joyful in the Lord,”
John Rutter and The Cambridge
SIngers
My dad and I burned this CD
for my grandma when we were
staying with her this summer.
Now whenever I listen to it I feel
all warm and fuzzy inside. Well,
now she knows how to use her
CD player thanks to us. You’re
welcome, Grandma!
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Phone 920-739-1805
Appleton, WI
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Helmet and lock included
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ID at the Info Desk
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